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Abstract. We report results from the spectral analysis of
pointed ROSAT PSPC observations of six PG quasars and the
weak-bump quasar PHL 1657. Disregarding other frequency
bands, the PSPC data are represented best by simple power-law
source spectra (dN=dE / EΓ) with a slope Γ =  2:50:4 and
do not show evidence for a more complex structure. However,
within the limits given by statistics and systematical errors, a
superposition of two power-law spectra, which allows a con-
nection to the observed UV fluxes and to the generally flatter
hard-X-ray spectra observed by EXOSAT and Ginga, is found
to be indistinguishable from a simple power-law in the PSPC
energy band. For the PG quasars, a direct connection to the
observed UV flux is obtained with a steep soft-X-ray slope
Γsx =  3:1 0:3, fixing the hard-X-ray slope. For PHL 1657,
the soft-X-ray spectrum seen by ROSAT is much steeper than
the Ginga spectrum, rising towards the EUV in F

, and it
can not be extrapolated down to meet the exceptionally weak
UV flux. A Wien-shaped thermal UV/soft-X-ray bump with a
temperature of50 eV connects the UV and soft-X-ray spectra
in all cases, but gives only a poor representation of the high
signal-to-noise PSPC spectra. We discuss implications of our
results for models of the X-ray emission in quasars.
Three more pointed PSPC observations, covering the
radio galaxies 3C433, 3C83.1 and the quasar PG 2214+139
(Mkn 304), did not yield enough counts for a spectral analysis.
For these sources, and four high redshift quasars from the He-
witt & Burbidge catalogue located in the observation fields, we
present brief results or limits for their soft-X-ray fluxes.
Key words: quasars: general – quasars: individual PHL 1657 –
X-rays: general
1. Introduction
Quasars and other Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are known to
emit electromagnetic radiation and particles over a very broad
energy band. For the majority of quasars, however, the most
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rapid variability and the bulk of the emitted electromagnetic
luminosity are observed in the optical/UV/soft-X-ray spectral
domain, the so-called big blue bump. Therefore it is commonly
believed that this spectral component holds the key for unveiling
the nature of these enigmatic objects.
An appealing explanation for the originof the big blue bump
is accretion througha Keplerian disk (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973,
Laor & Netzer 1989) or a non-Keplerian torus (Madau 1988)
onto a supermassive black hole (Rees 1984). The accretion disk
scenario derives its attractiveness mainly from the knowledge
that accretion disks seem to occur frequently in stellar systems
like close binaries or protostars. Moreover, accretion in stellar
systems is often accompanied by collimated bipolar outflows
resembling the radio jets of AGN.
One of the strongest implications of-disk models is a radial
temperature scaling which is difficult to reconcile with the re-
sults of recent multiwavelength monitoring campaigns (Clavel
et al. 1992). Moreover, the rapid soft-X-ray variability (Boller
et al. 1993, Molendi & Maccacaro 1994) and the ubiquity of
soft excesses (Walter & Fink 1993; Walter et al. 1994) found
in AGN are suggestive of a hard tail of the big-blue-bump
emission component reaching into the soft-X-ray range. This is
expected for accretion disks radiating with near-Eddington ac-
cretion rates (Czerny & Elvis 1987, Ross et al. 1992). However,
results of extensive accretion disk model fitting of AGN mul-
tifrequency data are consistent with cold sub-Eddington disks
with the thermal emission peaking in the UV (Sun & Malkan
1989, Wandel 1991). On the other hand, observations of some
highly redshifted quasars do not show a significant break in
the UV spectrum consistent with a source-frame big blue bump
reaching into the EUV band (Bechtold et al. 1984, Reimers et al.
1992). If the quasar luminosity is proportional to the Eddington
luminosity, the effective temperature decreases with luminosity
as Teff / L
 
1
4
. Thus, naively, thermal soft-X-ray excesses are
not expected for the most luminous quasars. Unfortunately, the
most luminous quasars have the greatest redshifts, so that the
source-frame soft-X-ray band shifts to the EUV and this crucial
test becomes difficult (Saxton et al. 1993).
Another approach to the problem of the origin of AGN soft-
X-ray spectra is motivated from their hard-X-ray properties.
Reprocessing of hard X-rays by cold, optically thick matter pro-
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duces a thermal big blue bump and a Compton-reflection hump
at high energies (Lightman & White 1988, Guilbert & Rees
1988). Currently, it seems that the non-detection of radio-quiet
AGN in -rays (Maisack et al. 1995) strongly argues against
this scenario on energetical grounds. If, however, the prime
energizer is a gas of relativistic protons rather than nonthermal
photons, this objection is removed.
While steep soft-X-ray spectra seem to belong to a broad
thermal emission feature, hard X-rays could be of thermal or
nonthermal nature. Radio-loud AGN emit -rays and show evi-
dence for Doppler-boosted X-ray emission from a jet, e.g. due
to the synchrotron-self-Compton mechanism (Maraschi et al.
1992), making a clear case for nonthermal emission. On the
other hand, radio-quiet AGN have steeper X-ray spectra and
do not show evidence for -rays, which could indicate thermal
Comptonization as the origin of the hard X-rays (e.g., Haardt &
Maraschi 1991). Remarkably, the hard-X-ray slopes Γhx   2
for radio-quiet and Γhx   1:5 for radio-loud AGN (Wilkes &
Elvis 1987) are the generic values for pair cascades in a high
and low radiation compactness region, respectively (Zdziarski
& Lightman 1985). In the high compactness region close to
the UV-emitting accreting flow, a kinematic anisotropy directs
most -ray production towards the source of the UV photons
(Mannheim 1995), and in the low compactness region of a rela-
tivistic jet, Doppler-boosting and strong magnetic fields lead
to unsaturated synchrotron cascades (Mannheim & Biermann
1992). Pair cascades could also arise if an accretion disk is
irradiated by energetic protons (Niemeyer 1995).
Attempts to discern the shape of the intrinsic X-ray spec-
trum are hampered by ‘warm’ gas in the line-of-sight. This gas
with intermediate ionization leads to atomic absorption and line
emission features imprinted on the observed X-ray spectrum.
It depends on the geometry of the emission region (e.g., fill-
ing and covering factors) to what extent reflection, absorption
and emission contribute to the observed total spectrum (Netzer
1993, Reynolds & Fabian 1995). Steep soft-X-ray spectra can
result from unresolved absorption edges and X-ray line emis-
sion (Ross & Fabian 1993, Czerny & ˇZycki 1994). Reflection
and fluorescence by ambient gas flatten the observed hard X-ray
spectrum and lead to iron line emission. Therefore, it seems that
the more luminous quasars are less affected by reprocessing
than Seyferts, which generally show flatter hard-X-ray spectra
with Γhx   1:7 and iron fluorescence.
The transition regime from the big-blue-bump emission
component to the hard X-rays is particularly important to im-
prove the theoretical understanding of quasars. In this paper we
therefore investigate the ROSAT X-ray spectra of a sample of
quasars. In Sect. 2 we introduce the observed quasar sample
and describe the data analysis thoroughly. Finally, in Sect. 3
various model approaches are discussed critically in the light
of the observational results.
For compatibility with other papers, a Hubble constant of
H

= 50 km s 1 Mpc 1 and a cosmological deceleration pa-
rameter q

=
1
2 are adopted throughout.Spectral slopes are gen-
erally given for photon number spectra, dN=dE  f
E
/ E
Γ;
the relation to the commonly used energy flux spectral index is
Γ =  (
E
+ 1). We refer to results of earlier observations of
our sources, and of PG quasars in general, obtained by the X-ray
satellite observatories Einstein, EXOSAT and Ginga. The sen-
sitivity range of their imaging X-ray proportional counters IPC,
LE/ME and LAC, respectively, are shown in comparison to the
ROSAT PSPC in Fig. 2, in Section 2.4.
2. ROSAT observations
2.1. Description of the sample
We observed sources drawn from the optically complete sam-
ple of PG quasars, supplemented by the quasar PHL 1657. In
addition, we briefly report our observations of two sources from
the complete sample of 3CRR FR-I radio galaxies.
The scientific motivation for investigating PG quasars was
to check on the physics of the central source, and to see, among
other things, whether the X-rays could power the FIR, which
had been found to be thermal (Chini et al. 1989). In our sample
the ratio of FIR to X-rayluminosity is typically much larger than
unity; so we immediately know that the X-rays cannot easily
power the FIR, since we have evidence at the same time from
the spectrum that absorption is not strong (i.e. does not reach
several keV range). As a counter-example to the big-bump PG
quasars we wanted to investigate a weak-bump quasar, to check
for a correlation between UV and soft-X-ray properties.
The random-selected PG quasar subsample investigated by
us consists of the following sources:
PG 0844+349, PG 1411+442 and PG 2214+139: Low-
redshift (z<0:1), radio-quiet quasars with disk luminosities
near to 1045 erg s 1. PG 1411+442 shows broad absorption
lines and is located in a galaxy merger.
PG 0026+129 and PG 0953+414: Intermediate-redshift
(0:1 < z < 0:3), radio-quiet quasars with disk luminosities of
2  1045 and 1046 erg s 1, respectively.
PG 1302–102: Intermediate-redshift flat-spectrum radio
quasar (PKS 1302 102), which has a disk luminosity of
1046 erg s 1.
PG 1634+706: High-redshift (z = 1:334) radio-quiet
quasar; the extreme disk luminosity of almost 1048 erg s 1
requires a black hole mass of more than 1010 solar masses even
for maximal accretion.
PHL 1657 (PKS 2135–147): Intermediate redshift radio-
loud weak-bump quasar; this source is a paradigm for quasars
where the optical/UV spectrum is much steeper than for PG
quasars (McDowell et al. 1989). Its FR-II radio structure and
its large ratio of extended to core flux indicates a rather large
inclination of the jet axis with respect to the observer (Morganti
et al. 1993).
Disk luminosities express integrated big-blue-bump lumi-
nosities in the accretion disk picture (Falcke et al. 1995b). All
radio-quiet PG quasars in the sample are radio detected with
fluxes of order 1 mJy (Kellermann et al. 1989), thus “radio-
quiet” should not be misunderstood as “no radio emission”.
Except PG 0953+414 and PG 1411+442, the PG quasars are
Einstein detected. hard-X-ray (2–10 keV) spectral indices are
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Table 1. ROSAT PSPC observation record
Field # observation date pointing position (J2000.0) # OBIs total accepted time
RA DEC seconds
1 1991 , March 15,16 16h34m28.8s +7031048.000 5 9357
2 1991 , April 10,11,20 08h47m43.2s +3445000.000 3 4450
3 1991 , June 26,27 14h13m22.6s +4400000.000 2 25319
4 1992 , Feb 27 03h18m16.7s +4151036.000 1 2531
5 1992 , April 30 09h56m52.7s +4115036.000 2 7070
6 1992 , May 19 21h23m45.5s +2504012.000 1 838
7 1992 , May 26 22h17m12.0s +1414024.000 4 7409
8 1992 , July 19,20 13h05m33.5s  1033036.000 2 3168
9 1993 , June 23,24 00h29m14.3s +1316012.000 2 2727
10 1993 , Nov 15 21h37m45.5s  1433000.000 1 3249
given for PG 0026+129 (Γhx =  1:86 0:39, EXOSAT , Co-
mastri et al. 1992) and PHL 1657 (Γhx =  1:810:06, Ginga,
Williams et al. 1992).
In the case of the 3CRR FR-I radio galaxies the scientific
argument was to check on the unification scheme for BL Lac
sources and Fanaroff-Riley class I radio galaxies (Fanaroff &
Riley 1974). Clearly, the weak detections of the two sources
actually observed by us, 3C83.1 and 3C433, do not allow a
detailed physical discussion, but the results obtained for their
total X-ray luminosities may be of interest for unified AGN
models and are thus included in our presentation.
Additionally, the high-redshift quasars 0843+349, 1304–
107, 2134–149 and 2135–145 from the Hewitt & Burbidge cat-
alogue (1991, hereafter referred to as HB) were located in the
observation fields, and we include them in our data analysis for
further reference.
2.2. Observations and data analysis
The sample objects were observed with the ROSAT (Tru¨mper
1983) PSPC-B (Position Sensitive Proportional Counter,
Pfeffermann et al. 1987), in the pointing mode between March
1991 and November 1993. Table 1 gives pointing position, ob-
servation date, total accepted time and the number of observa-
tion intervals (OBIs) of the 10 observation fields. For the 1991
observations we used the reprocessed data sets released by the
ROSAT Scientific Data Center (RSDC) after February 1994,
but we did not find substantial changes to the original data sets.
Data were processed using the Extended Scientific Analysis
System (EXSAS, Zimmermann et al. 1994), developed at the
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Extraterrestrische Physik.
Sources were identified using the EXSAS maximum likeli-
hood algorithm (DETECT/MAXLIK), applied to the PSPC image
using two different source position lists: One produced directly
from the PSPC image by the EXSAS sliding window source
detection algorithms DETECT/LOCAL and DETECT/MAP, and
the other taken from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(NED). The PG quasars of our sample and HB 0843+349 could
be identified by the image source detection with a confidence
level of more than 10-, 3C83.1 was found with a confi-
dence level of about 5-, all within the PSPC image resolu-
tion ( 1500) from their catalogue positions. 3C433, and the
quasars HB 2134 149 and HB 2135 145 were not found by
the source detection technique, but at their catalogue positions
enhancements with a probability of existence of more than 95%
were found. However, the displacements of about 10 to the AGN
positions make an identification unlikely, an we have to con-
sider the measured photon fluxes as upper limits for the AGN
emission. No X-ray source has been found at the position of
HB 1304 107, probably due to its very large off-axis angle in
the PSPC image. The source image of PG 1411+442 in the hard
frequency band (0:6 - 2:4 keV) shows indications of a double
structure, which could not be confirmed by the EXSAS maxi-
mum likelihood algorithm. However, the the RSDC Standard
Analysis Software System (SASS) reports two distinct sources
at this position, the stronger one 700 from the quasar position
and a weaker one about 5000 in southern direction. We did not
include the X-ray bright radio galaxy 3C84 (NGC 1275) in
the observation field of 3C83.1, since it is in the center of the
Perseus cluster and the X-ray emission is dominated by intra-
cluster gas rather than by the AGN (Bo¨hringer et al. 1993).
The background subtracted number of counts found by the
maximum likelihood algorithm, or the 3- upper limits for un-
certain or failed identifications, are given in Tab. 2. The number
of counts given for PG 1411+442 has to be understood as the
sum of two suspected components, with the stronger one most
probably to be identified with the quasar and a contaminating
source contributing about 10%.
2.3. Spectral analysis
For the spectral analysis, we used the PSPC-AO6 spectral re-
sponse matrix for the 1991 observations, and the standard Jan94
matrix in all other cases. Raw spectra were determined from
photons extracted from a circle of 15000 around the source, us-
ing a background calculated from from a concentric 22500 to
45000 annulus around the source. Sources detected by the PSPC
image analysis inside this region were cut out with two detec-
tion widths (FWHM). In a few cases field sources were found
closer than 2-FWHM to the investigated object, and a 90 sec-
tor centered around their connection line was cut out of the
circular field. From the remaining area, source and background
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Table 2. Quasars and 3C radio galaxies in the observation fields
source name #a net counts nH (map)b nH (fit) Γ photon fluxc z logL[0:5;2]
1020 atoms cm 2 10 4cm 2s 1 erg s 1
PG 0026 +129 9 1094 33 4.36 5.22 1.05  2:29 0.31 45.3 1.9 0.142 44.63 0.06
PG 0844 +349 2 233 16 3.27 3.20 2.18  2:40 0.60 5.6 0.5 0.064 42.87 0.17
PG 0953 +414 5 4676 71d 1.14 1.46 0.27  2:69 0.13 65.9 1.1 0.239 44.85 0.05
PG 1302  102 8 1042 33 3.38 2.47 0.76  2:10 0.27 34.3 1.3 0.286 45.00 0.08
PG 1411 +442 3 926 32 1.13 1.18 0.94  3:22 0.57 2.1 0.1 0.089 42.16 0.30
PG 1634 +706 1 544 24 4.08 4.17 1.55  2:29 0.37 6.8 0.5 1.334 45.91 0.31
PG 2214 +139 7 107 11 4.93 — +0:07 0.94e 1.2 0:3e 0.066 42.38 0:22e
PHL 1657 10 2456 50 4.77 4.66 0.65  2:46 0.13 90.0 2.5 0.200 45.18 0.05
HB 0843+349 2 41 7 3.27 —  2:47 0:82e 0.7 0:2e 1.575 45.05 0:66e
HB 1304 107 8 < 22 3.38 — ( 2:3)f < 1:0g 2.088 < 45:5g
HB 2134 149 10 < 15 4.77 — ( 2:3)f < 0:6g 2.2 < 45:4g
HB 2135 145 10 < 21 4.77 — ( 2:3)f < 0:7g 1.9 < 45:3g
3C83.1 4 20 6 14.54 — ( 2:3)f 0.7 0:2g 0.0255 41.55 0:33g
3C433 6 < 6 11.92 — ( 2:3)f < 0:7g 0.102 < 42:5g
a observation field number of Tab. 1
b general estimated 90% map error: 1020atoms cm 2 (Elvis et al. 1986)
c absorbed flux integrated over the PSPC energy band, using a single-power-law fit with galactic absorption
d recalculated from integrated count rate; EXSAS maximum likelihood algorithm limited to 4000 counts
e derived for fixed nH(map) , nH error not considered
f estimated value, not derived from the data
g possible error in Γ and nH not considered
photons of the PSPC channels 12 to 240 (about 0.17 to 2.8 keV)
were binned requiring a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 4, but
increasing that value up to 10 for strong detections to keep the
number of data points reasonable.
This procedure was performed only for detections with
a sufficient number of counts, i.e. for all PG quasars and
HB 0843+349. The net source counts used for the spectral
analysis may differ from the number of counts given in Tab. 2,
in particular it is much lower for sources in crowded fields
as PG 1411+442 or HB 0843+349; for the latter one, only 3
spectral data points with a signal to noise ratio of 4 could be
extracted. For PG 1411+442, a large number of field sources
had to be cut out; furthermore, the 10% contamination by a
different X-ray source has to be considered in the following.
In a first step a simple power-law with galactic absorption,
treating the galactic nH as a free parameter, was fitted to the net
source spectra. For PG 2214+139 and HB 0843+349, a free fit
of nH was not possible due to low statistics, and we fixed nH to
the value taken from the nH map used by EXSAS (Dickey &
Lockman 1990). For all other PG quasars we found consistency
between map and fit values fornH, the error correlation with the
spectral index Γ is shown in Fig. 1. We calculated the absorbed
and unabsorbed photon flux of the sources in the PSPC energy
band resulting from the simple power-law fit. The possible error
of nH in the flux error estimates. For the weak observations, it
was not possible to fit the spectral index independently, and
we calculated their flux by simulating the net count rate (or its
upper limit) found by the maximum likelihood method using a
power-law spectrum with a fixed index (Γ =  2:3).
The second section of Tab. 2 shows the map value and the
best fit value of the galactic nH column density (nH(map) and
nH(fit)), the power-law index Γ found for best-fit nH, and the
absorbed (i.e. observable) photon flux of the sources. Instead of
giving an unabsorbed flux, we used the known source redshifts
z to calculate the isotropic 0:5   2 keV luminosity L
[0:5 2] in
the source rest frames, which has the advantage to allow a direct
physical comparison. The given errors represent approximately
the 1- confidence intervals for strong detections. The fluxes
and luminosities given for PG 2214+139, HB 0843+349 and
3C83.1, and the 3- upper limits given for uncertain detections,
have to be understood as order of magnitude estimates rather,
since not all possible errors have been considered. The high-
redshift quasar HB 0843+349 has a luminosity and spectral in-
dex comparable to the strong PG quasars. PG 2214+139 seems
to have an unusually flat spectrum, possibly indicating inter-
nal absorption on neutral hydrogen. The luminosity of 3C83.1
is about one order of magnitude below that of our weakest
quasars, suggesting strong absorption of X-rays emitted from
the active nucleus, as expected in unified AGN models (Falcke
et al. 1995a).
2.4. Model fits
The detailed modeling of quasar soft-X-ray spectra discussed
in the following is performed only for the seven strong de-
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PG 0026 +129 PG 0844 +349 PG 0953 +414
PG 1302 -102 PG 1411 +442 PG 1634 +706
PHL 1657
Fig. 1. Confidence plots for nH versus soft-X-ray single-power-law
index Γ — Contours in the error ellipses are given for 1-, 90% and
2- levels. Vertical dashed lines show the galactic nH values taken
from Dickey & Lockman (1990), dot-dashed line and shaded areas
indicate their approximate 90%-errors due to small scale fluctuations
(Elvis et al. 1986). Values of nH from Elvis et al. (1989) are almost
equal to the best-fit value for PG 0026+129 and PG 0844+349. For
PG 1634+706 and PHL 1657 the value lies within the 90% contour of
our best-fit value.
tections of our sample. We compare the quality of spectral
fits obtained with a single-power-law model (1-pl) with two
different two-component models: (i) a thermal-plus-power-law
model (th+pl) characterized by a maximum temperature and a
hard-X-ray power-law slope (for the sake of comparison identi-
cal to that used by Walter et al. 1994), and (ii) a two-power-law
model (2-pl) characterized by two power-law slopes. To keep
the number of free parameters reasonable, we fixed the galactic
nH to the best available value: In four of seven observations
the best-fit and map values of nH correspond much better than
expected from the error estimates, and we used the map val-
ues only. In two cases, PG 0026+129 and PG 1302 706, the
values hardly agree within their 90% error bars, and we per-
form the analysis for both. For PG 0953+414 the map value
lies outside the 2- error regime of the best-fit value, but the
map error is so large that we can expect that the best-fit value
derived from a single-power-law fit provides a better estimate
of the true hydrogen column density, and we used it hence-
forth. We fixed the boundary conditions for the two-component
models in the following way: For the photon spectral index of
the hard component we used Γhx =  2 for radio-quiet AGN
and Γhx =  1:5 for radio-loud AGN (Wilkes & Elvis 1987,
Brunner et al. 1994); for PG 0026+129 we took the EXOSAT
value Γhx =  1:86 (Comastri et al. 1992), for PHL 1657 the
Ginga value Γhx =  1:81 (Williams et al. 1992). The flux of the
soft component was fixed to the observed UV flux at an energy
of 10 eV in the source frame, f0:01, corrected for galactic ab-
sorption. The soft component of the th+pl model was designed,
in correspondence to Walter et al. (1994), as a power-law spec-
trum with exponential cutoff, fuv
E
/ E
 1:3 exp( E=T
c
). The
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Fig. 2. Schematic comparison of the fit models used in this paper —
The main energetic differences occur in the unobservable EUV range,
which is shown here in a broad band plot of E2f
E
vs. photon energy
(log-log). The sensitivity ranges of various X-ray satellite spectrom-
eters are indicated. The insert frame shows the situation in the PSPC
band: f
E
=E
Γ (linear) is plotted vs. photon energy (log), and may be
compared with the residual plots in Fig. 3. Also shown is the correla-
tion function used to calculate the “curvature index” z
b
(see text).
free fit parameters are Γsx and Tc for the 2-pl and th+pl model,
respectively, and the flux of the hard-X-ray component at 2 keV,
f
hx
2 , in both models. A schematic comparison of the shape of
both models in the UV-to-X frequency range is shown in Fig. 2.
It is obvious from this diagram, that the difference of these two
models and the single power-law model which can be tested by
our observations is their “curvature” in the PSPC energy band.
Table 3 shows the best fit parameters of the various model
fits. For the 2-pl model we find a mean soft-X-ray slope of
Γ =  3:1  0:3, for the th+pl model a mean temperature of
55  23 eV; where two different fits were made for the same
source, only the better one (lower 2) was used for averaging.
The UV/hard-X-ray flux ratio scatters over a broad range, 5:7 <
log(f0:01=fhx2 ) < 7:7, without any obvious correlation to other
source properties. For PG 0953+414 no clear evidence for the
existence of a hard component can be drawn from the PSPC
data, since the single-power-law spectrum alone connects to
the UV flux, with a power-law index Γ in good correspondence
with the soft component indices Γsx found for other sources. For
PG 0026+129 the single power-law index is consistent with the
EXOSAT value within the observational errors, hence no clear
evidence for the existence of a soft-X-ray excess in the PSPC
band is given. To connect to the UV flux, however, a steepening
of the spectrum in the EUV is necessary, again yielding a soft
power-law index comparable to that of other sources. For the
weak-bump quasar PHL 1657 the observed UV flux is much
too low to allow a 2-pl fit, but nevertheless the source shows
a soft-X-ray excess which has the same general shape as for
the big-bump PG quasars. Using the PSPC data to construct
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a best-fit UV flux for the 2-pl model by minimizing 2 for
fixed hard-X-ray properties, yields a UV/hard-X-ray flux ratio
comparable to that found for the strong bump quasars.
Figures 3 and 4 show the residuals of the model fits. For
most sources, it is obvious that the residuals for th+pl show
a systematic deviation, which is absent in the 1-pl and 2-pl
models, indicating that the curvature, i.e. the spectral break, of
the th+pl model in the PSPC band systematically exceeds the
observed value. For the discussion of the fit quality it therefore
seems to be helpful to quantify the “curvature-effect” expressing
the specific differences of our fit models. One obvious way do
this is to calculate the correlation coefficient r
b
of the residuals
R(x
i
) to b(x
i
) = x
2
i
, withx
i
= log(E
i
=Ec), andEc = 0:5 keV
defining the logarithmic center of the PSPC band. Then, the
index
z
b
=
r
b
p
n
1  r2
b
(1)
expresses the significance of a quadratic correlation of the resid-
uals in terms of standard deviations. From Tab. 3 it becomes
obvious that z
b
allows a significant distinction between the
models even where 2 remains reasonably low in all cases (e.g.
PG 0026+129), and expresses very well the impact drawn from
inspection of the residual plots. Another merit of the signed
quantity z
b
shows up in the discussion of the effect of the
assumed value for the galactic nH, which also can cause a cur-
vature effect due to energy dependent absorption: We see from
comparison of the fits made for the same sources at differentnH,
that the typical differences between the 1-pl and 2-pl models
can be removed by varying nH within the range allowed by
the uncertainties of the galactic map, with z
b
increasing with
nH. In particular, for PG 1302 102 the map value for nH gives
better results for the 2-pl model than the 1-pl best-fit nH. We
find that the galactic nH error only allows a change of ∆zb <

3,
but we have ∆z
b
> 3 between 1-pl and th+pl for most of our
sources. This may give rise to the assumption that the large
negative z
b
values of the th+pl model may be corrected by as-
suming strong intrinsic absorption in the source. Fitting the data
of PG 0953+414 with a th+pl model for free nH gives a mini-
mal 2 for nH = 2:54  1020 atoms cm 2, but in fact only the
data below 0:5 keV can be flattened to the power-law slope this
way; the remaining curvature index z
b
=  3:3 and 2

= 2:4
show that the correction by intrinsic absorption is insufficient
to produce an acceptable fit.
Finally we are led to the following conclusion: The differ-
ence between the sharp spectral break expected for a Wien-
tailed UV-to-soft-X-ray excess and a simple power-law is de-
tectable in the PSPC range and cannot be removed by varia-
tions of the neutral hydrogen absorption strength, while a slight
curvature expected for a superposition of two power-laws is
indistinguishable from a single power-law. Clearly, this applies
to any other model expecting a weakly concave X-ray spectrum
as well.
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Fig. 4. Left: Spectral energy distribution of the “weak-bump” quasar
PHL 1657 in the source frame — The optical data point was taken from
McDowell et al. (1989); UV fluxes were taken from Cheng & Fang
(1987) and extracted from Lanzetta et al. (1993). The latter value was
dereddened according to Seaton (1979). The hard-X-ray slope was set
to the value measured by Williams et al. (1992) with Ginga. The solid
line shows a theoretical model spectrum connecting to a much higher
intrinsic UV flux at the source (shaded area) than observed by the IUE,
the dashed curve represent a model connection to the the observed
weak UV flux (see Mannheim et al. 1995 for details, and Sect. 3.4. for
a discussion). Data are binned accordingly for both models (filled and
open circles, respectively). Right: Residuals of various model fits to
the X-ray spectrum as described in Sect. 2.4. — In the X-ray regime,
the two-power-law model is equivalent to the theoretical spectrum.
3. Discussion
3.1. The shape of the soft-X-ray spectrum
The general result for our small heterogeneous sample is that
the source spectra are best represented by structureless power-
laws with a mean slope of Γ =  2:50:4, adopting the galactic
map value of the neutral hydrogen column density. This is in
reasonable agreement with Γ =  2:7  0:04 obtained for the
mean spectrum of a number of low-redshift quasars observed
with high signal-to-noise ratio by the ROSAT PSPC (Fiore et
al. 1994). These power-laws are systematically steeper than the
power-laws found in the hard-X-ray range by other satellite ex-
periments by ∆Γ = 0:5-0:7 (e.g., Wilkes & Elvis 1987, Brunner
et al. 1994, Jackson et al. 1993, Fiore et al. 1994). Fiore et al.
1994 have concluded from a thoroughanalysis of the PSPC/IPC
cross-calibration, that the systematic differences between both
instruments are larger than the systematic uncertainty of the
PSPC spectral index. Further constraints on the significance
of this result will be provided in the near future using results
of the cross-calibration of the PSPC with the high resolution
X-ray spectrometers SIS and GIS on board of the Advanced
Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA); a recent
comparison of high signal-to-noise ASCA and ROSAT spectra
of PKS 0537–286 indicates consistency of the single-power-
law indices (Siebert et al. 1995).
Our results are in agreement with Fiore et al. (1994), in that
the soft-X-ray spectra are dominated by a single broad compo-
nent, which argues against a Wien-shaped spectrum connecting
soft X-rays and UV bump. The latter possibility has been ad-
vocated by Walter & Fink (1993) and Walter et al. (1994) from
a study of a large sample of AGN including low-luminosity
Seyferts, implying a very high effective temperature of the pu-
tative thermal emission in AGN of the order Teff  50 eV. To
facilitate a comparison with our quasar data, we repeated their
analysis. As a result, we also obtainedTeff  50 eV, but the cor-
responding2 values are unacceptably large due to a systemati-
cal excess of photons in the energy range about 0:5 keV. The
disagreement becomes most apparent for the spectra with high-
est signal-to-noise, and cannot be completely removed by the
assumption of intrinsic absorption. Moreover, a highly curved
soft X-ray spectrum would quickly be shifted out of the PSPC
bandpass for higher redshifts. In agreement with Puchnarewicz
et al. (1994), we see no clear evidence for this; the disappear-
ance of the soft component seems to occur only gradually with
redshift. Again, we come to the conclusion that a single broad
component dominates the soft X-rays in quasars.
The broad soft-X-ray component is constrained by the re-
quirement that it must not overproduce the UV photons and
connect to the hard-X-ray spectrum. We therefore considered
the simplest possibility, i.e. a two-power-law spectrum with
one spectrum starting in the UV at the dereddened flux mea-
sured by IUE and the other spectrum with a typical or measured
hard-X-ray slope. For the soft-X-ray power-law we obtained a
mean slope of Γsx =  3:1  0:3 in agreement with the value
Γsx =  3:3 0:3 found by Fiore et al. (1994). The latter value
was obtained without enforcing that the the soft-X-ray power-
law starts at the observed UV flux. However, we found from our
analysis that the parameter sets with lowest 2 values, in fact,
also give the UV fluxes in the correct range. Physically, a two-
power-law spectrum is very appealing: (i) The need for a higher
central temperature is removed, (ii) bolometric corrections due
to the soft X-rays are small and (iii) there is a natural radia-
tion process to account for such a spectrum, viz. unsaturated
Comptonization by some sort of coronal high temperature gas
(Titarchuk 1994). Most remarkably, recent EUV measurements
have brought unambiguous evidence for an AGN with a soft
X-ray power-law spectrum (Wisotzki et al. 1995).
3.2. Reprocessing of primary X-rays
On the basis of ROSAT observations alone, it is barely possible
to distinguish two power-laws from a blend of emission lines,
absorption edges and a power-law. For some Seyferts, partially
ionized material seems to imprint signatures on the soft-X-ray
spectra either in the line of sight (Yaqoob & Warwick 1991,
Turner et al. 1993, Pounds et al. 1994) or, possibly, from a re-
flecting slab (Czerny & ˇZycki 1994). Such features can mimic
a steep soft-X-ray spectrum when folded with the response of
a detector with poor energy resolution. However, the observa-
tions still require the existence of an additional steep soft-X-ray
spectral component in many sources. Moreover, if there is a uni-
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versal hard-X-ray power-law slope Γhx '  2 for radio-quiet
AGN, and if the observed value Γhx '  1:7 for Seyferts is
due to reflection (Pounds et al. 1990), then reprocessing should
be comparatively unimportant in quasars. Hence, soft excesses
would not be expected, contrary to the observations. We also
note that the observed rather moderate dispersion of the PSPC
soft-X-ray slope observed by us would not be expected in a
random sample of PG quasars. Other arguments against repro-
cessing by partially ionized matter as the general origin of soft-
X-ray excesses are the extreme steepness of the X-ray spectra
observed in ROSAT -selected AGN (Grupe et al. 1995), the rapid
soft-X-ray variability (Boller et al. 1993, Molendi & Maccacaro
1994), and the general shape of spectra observed over a broader
X-ray range (Fiore et al. 1994, Yaqoob et al. 1994).
3.3. Soft X-rays and accretion disks
A soft-X-ray spectrum connecting to the thermal UV-bump
spectrum of an accretion disk requires hot plasma Te > Teff in
the immediate vicinity of the cold disk. Unsaturated Compton-
scattering of disk photons produces a soft-X-ray power-law.
Major scenarios for the origin of the hot electron plasma are:
1. Accretion at a near-Eddington rate. This generates an elec-
tron scattering corona above the disk. For a sufficiently large
optical depth a Wien-shaped extension of the UV-bump reach-
ing up to the soft-X-ray range results (Ross & Fabian 1993).
2. A two-temperature domain of the accretion disk (Wandel &
Liang 1991), as has been proposed for Cyg X-1 (Shapiro et al.
1976). Due to secular and thermal instabilities the disk blows
up to a torus sustained by the pressure of protons with 109 K,
whereas the electrons remain much colder. Comptonization of
photons from the outer, colder parts of the disk traversing the
torus leads to the soft X-rays. A variant of this idea has been
proposed recently by Narayan et al. (1995) in the context of an
advection dominated disk model. Stable solutions with a hot
central region and a cold outer disk exist in this model.
3. A disk/corona system where most energy dissipation occurs
in the corona instead of in the disk (Haardt & Maraschi 1991).
This would generally produce very hot material with sufficient
optical depth above the cold disk producing Comptonized soft
and hard X-rays.
4. Accretion onto a Kerr black hole (Do¨rrer et al. 1995). The
superposition of Comptonized photon spectra from an accre-
tion disk with vertical temperature gradient around a maximal
rotating black hole leads to non-Wien-shaped big blue bump
extending up to about 3 keV. In equatorial directions, relativ-
istic blueshifting extends the observed spectrum to even higher
energies, with a large fraction of the total energy emitted as soft
and hard X-rays.
5. The optically thick base of a disk wind (Mannheim et al.
1995). To obtain such a medium the disk must suffer severe
mass loss which is not possible for a radiation-driven wind.
MHD winds can provide such mass losses and, at the same
time, transport away the angular momentum of the accretion
flow, thereby explaining the large accretion rates required to
obtain high quasar luminosities. The mechanism works, if open
poloidal magnetic field lines are anchored to the disk (e.g.,
Ferreira & Pelletier 1993).
Scenario 1 implies steep Wien-shaped X-ray extensions of a
thermal UV spectrum as suggested by Walter & Fink (1993)
and Walter et al. (1994). However, such spectra yield a very
poor representation of our data (Sect. 2.5). Scenario 2 seems
physically problematic, since it is not clear whether one can de-
couple the proton from the electron temperature by many orders
of magnitude in a steady state, so that the gas pressure becomes
large enough to dominate the disk structure. In the absence of a
confining pressure it is not possible to find boundary conditions
corresponding to hydrostatic equilibrium (Parker 1963). Sce-
nario 3 is attractive from a phenomenological point of view, but
there is no self-consistent calculation of the disk structure for
this kind of energy dissipation law. Scenario 4 predicts slightly
flattening UV-to-X-ray spectra, in qualitative agreement with
our data. However, for the model expects a cutoff in the 2–10
keV regime, which is not observed in quasars; an additional
hard-X-ray source is thus required. On the other hand, it pro-
vides an appealing explanation for strong soft-X-ray emission
in weak-bump quasars (see below). Scenario 5 depends on the
hypothesis that disk winds with luminosities of the same order
as the electromagnetic disk luminosity are required. There is
some support for this hypothesis from (a) a unification scenario
of AGN (Falcke et al. 1995b) (b) the ability of the disk wind to
produce nonthermal hard X-rays extending over the whole sen-
sitivity range of actual X-ray satellites (Mannheim 1995) (c) the
prediction of Γsx 3 for the soft-X-ray slope and b 1 keV
for the break to the hard X-rays (Mannheim et al. 1995).
Detailed comparison with high signal-to-noise quasar spec-
tra are required to test the predictivity of these models and
discern their specific differences. In general, most models as-
suming saturated Comptonization lead to nearly Wien-shaped
soft-X-ray spectra, which are too steep to be in agreement with
the data. Unsaturated Comptonization alone is insufficient to ex-
plain the hard-X-ray spectra, strengthening our belief that one
really needs a nonthermal process in addition to the thermal
processes producing the soft X-ray emission.
3.4. A soft-X-ray excess in a weak-bump quasar?
The weak-bump quasar PHL 1657 exhibits the same type
of soft-X-ray power-law as the PG quasars of our sample.
PHL 1657 is known to exhibit large-amplitude continuum vari-
ability (Smith et al. 1993) which, if considered as an indica-
tion of a variable strength of the big blue bump, could ex-
plain the observations. Another possibility is internal redden-
ing in an ionized medium containing large amounts of dust. Un-
usual properties are indicated, indeed, by the Balmer decrement
I(H

)=I(H

) = 17 (Zheng et al. 1987). Moreover, PHL 1657
is a near-symmetric FR-II radio source (Morganti et al. 1993)
and the flux ratio of extended to core radio emission argues for
a large inclination angle of the jet axis to the observer, thus
the low inclination angle of the putative accretion disk leads to
higher intervening column densities. From the X-ray observa-
tions, however, we did not find evidence for much cold gas.
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An alternative explanation could be given by assuming ac-
cretion onto a Kerr black hole, in which case the peak of the
energy emission is shifted to the unobservable EUV band. The
results of Do¨rrer et al. 1995 for a maximally rotating black hole,
seen under a large angle to the accretion disk axis (equivalent
to the jet axis) seem to be able to explain the spectrum of
PHL 1657 without calling for intrinsic absorption.
Clearly, high-resolution X-ray spectra, which could be ob-
tained by ASCA or the future X-ray observatories AXAF or
XMM, are required to discern the primary continuum spec-
trum of this exceptional source. Moreover, observations of other
weak-bump quasars could give important information for our
understanding of the origin of soft X-rays in AGN.
4. Conclusions
As a typical feature observed in a small, randomly selected
quasar sample we find that the PSPC soft-X-ray data consis-
tently fit into the picture of an overall, weakly concave spectral
shape. If interpreted as two superimposed power-law spectra,
the soft X-ray component with slope Γsx= 3:10:3 extrapo-
lates down to meet the UV flux at about  10 eV. A natural
interpretation of these findings is that the soft X-rays in quasars
are of unsaturated Comptonization origin, covered by a flat,
nonthermal hard-X-ray component above b=1:41:1 keV.
The strength of the hard-X-ray component compared to the
UV emission varies drastically among the quasars of our sam-
ple, but it is found that the observed X-rays are always ener-
getically unimportant. An exception to this could be PHL 1657,
which does not appear as a weak-bump quasar in soft X-rays.
It has the same soft X-ray spectrum as the strong-bump PG
quasars. Possible reasons for this are internal reddening by an
ionized medium containing significant amounts of dust, a vari-
able bump, or relativistic blueshifting of the spectrum emitted
by accretion onto a Kerr black hole.
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